
CAD and Your Layout
Using a Computer Assisted Drawing (CAD) program to 

design your next layout.



In our hobby we need to 
balance

Time

Money

Space



Computer Aided Design
or

Computer Assisted Drawing
=

CAD



What
Computer program designed to produce technical/mechanical drawings.

Who
Created for engineers, tool and die designers, architects, etc.

When
Developed in the 1970’s
AutoCad in 1982

How Much
AutoCad in 1982 around $1000
Today $4000+
Can get it down to under $2000 a year through Online subscription.
AutoCad LT for $1200. Does only 2D
DeltaCAD $40, $50 if you want a disk.
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Standard CADs are not the best choice for Model Railroad work.

Steep learning curve

Need to build libraries

Errors when designing objects

Time consuming



Model Railroading CAD
Internet search results(retail):

3rd PlanIt Eldoradosoft.com www.eldoradosoft.com $124.95

CADRaIl Sandia software www.sandiasoftware.com $89.95

AnyRail Drail Modelspoor Software www.anyrail.com $59.00



Model Railroading CAD
Internet search results(free):

SCARM Simple Computer Aided Railway Modeller www.scarm.info

TRAX Fedor van Eldjik www.traxeditor.com

Atlas track planner Atlas model RR Co www.atlasrr.com/software.htm

XTrackCad Martin Fischer www.xtrkcad.org



Items to take notice of:

Retail software will generally offer a DEMO to download.

But there could be restrictions

It may limit the number of objects in the drawing.
May not allow you to save/print the plan.
May have a time limit the program will work.
See if DEMO or program will allow a train to run.



The ability to run a train on your plan has several advantages

It’s fun

Allows for the checking of clearances

Can be used to get an accurate look at what fits on a siding

Ensure that track sections are properly aligned

Ensure that elevation and grades are complete

Some programs have a 3D feature

3D gives a ground level view in addition to the birds eye view.

You may be able to drive the locomotive into the roundhouse
or through the coal tipple. Conversely, if  you lay track through
a mountain??!!



CAD Terminology

Are all the same

and are full of

Programs

Parameter

files

Objects

Libraries



Fortunately, model railroaders 
were involved in the some CAD 
designing and the terminology 
from the hobby is generally used.



Full feature CAD program

Has been used to include the 
building the layout was being built 
in.

3D features

Runs on Windows and Mac w/ proper interface 
programs.

Has Demo

100 piece limit

Cannot save

Manual is a PDF 199 pages.

www.eldoradosoft.com



A full feature CAD program.

Has been around for 25+ years.

Indicates a learning curve of up to 20 hrs.

3D features

Runs on Windows

Has Demo

Can only save 60 pieces

1 partial track library

Tutorial

200 page manual, ¾ on CAD, not Model Railroading 
objects

www.sandiasoftware.com



Limited 3D

Windows

Has Limited Demo

50 piece limit

Work around reported.

Has a PDF manual 162 pages

Can print and save

Can merge with Panel Pro from JMRI

www.anyrail.com



Found on Atlas website: 
www.atlasrr.com/software.htm

Uses Atlas track and some buildings
Windows
3D
Scales O, HO, N

New C55 Z scale flex track
Parts list



TRAX
Reportedly work on everything. Windows, 
Mac, Linux, mobile devices.

Saves files to the cloud.

Can use Google Maps as background.

Adjust scale and lay your track 
over it.

All scales.

All the usual, plus a lot of world 
types. HOe, HOm, I, SM32

www.traxeditor.com

TRAXTRAX



SCARM
Libraries similar to TRAX

Windows

3D
www.scarm.info



XTrackCAD

Windows, Mac, Linux

47 Demos              40 sample layouts

237 parameter files

Scalable from 256:1 to 1:1

Large WIKI page

99 layers with various colors

Can merge with JMRI for use with PanelPro

WIKI page has tutorial on designing buildings 
for inclusion on your drawing.

www.xtrkcad.org



Lay out the Room

Get overall picture.

Clearly show the 
obstacles.

Mark all “off limits” 
areas.



Before 
you 
have 
this



You 
will 

stare 
at 

this



Opening Screen
The first time you start the program, the 
drawing area will have 2 windows.

When there are no room dimensions 
the map will be all black.

When a room is set up the map will 
indicate what part of the room the drawing 
area is showing. 

The coverage varies with the scale the 
area is using. 

You can select the map and use the 
mouse to quickly move around the plan.

Tip of the Day screen is a good way to 
learn about some of the more advanced 
features.



Set Up 1 of 4

Can be found on the Options Tab

Most can stay at the default.

1. Length Format can be adjusted
a. Feet w/ decimals, up to .000000
b. Feet & Inches w/ decimals, up to 
.000
c. Inches with fractions, up to 1/64th

d. Can also do feet/inches with 
abbreviations instead of quote marks.

2. Check Point is how often program does an 
Autosave.

3. On Program Startup, recommend “Load 
Last Layout.”



Set Up 2 of 4

Can be found on the Options Tab

This window lets you set some basic 
parameters for the layout drawing.

1. Sets the overall room 
dimensions. Will try to convert to 
preferred length format.  

2. Self explanatory.

3. You can set as you desire.  If 
you fail to meet minimum radius or 
exceed maximum grade the track will 
show as the exception color. By 
default the color is pinkish, but can 
changed on the “options tab menu> 
colors selection”.

Example
If the preferred length format is set to 
feet/inches and you enter 245” it will return 
20’ 5”.



Set Up 3 of 4

Can be found on the Options Tab

A lot of this screen can left at the 
default setting.

Some changes to consider:
1.Dash is the preferred 
setting.
2. End Pts will show you track 
that is not connected.
3. If selected to outline or 
solidties appear at scales 
smaller than 7:1.
4. Larger the number smaller 
the map. Default is 43, which 
is way to big.
5. Turning these on can lead 
to a lot of clutter. Use only as 
needed.



Set Up 4 of 4

Can be found on the Options Tab

These selections will be a personal choice.

Normal setting shows the track 
following the cursor when dragging.

Default command. No matter which 
one you choose, a fair amount of the 
time you will want the other.



Set Up Final

Can be found on the Manage Tab

Suggest starting with at least 3 layers.

Room, Main, Yard

Click here to select layer.

Click here to enter layer name.

You will want the layer visible and on the 
map.

Enter the number of buttons you want visible 
on the toolbar.

May add a second line to the toolbar area.

There are default colors. 
You can right click on the 
button and select your 
own.



Toolbars and Tabs
14 toolbars and 10 tabs

All toolbars are controlled 
from the View tab.

F
i
l
e

Z
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m

Redo

Easement

Snap
Grid

Create 
Track

Describe
Select

Group
Track

Modify
Track

Misc.
Create

Ruler

Train Layer Control

Current
Layer

Layout layers
Depressed=Visible
Raised= Hidden

Hot
Keys


